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2. Participants can participate solo or as a team. 
3. The competition is open for all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line Follower Robot (LFR) 
We are providing: 

1. Teams can be made up of students from the same institute or from separate institutes. 

2. T-Shirt 

3. Lunch 

4. 50% Discount on Robo Tech Valley Courses. 

5. 10% Discount on Robo Tech Valley Shop (Store.robotechvalley.com) 

Common Rules : 

1. Students from same institutes or different institutes can make a team. 
 

 

 

 

● The contest will have two rounds – 

1. Primary Round 

2. Final Round. 

A limited number of teams will be selected for the Final round based on total 

points of the 
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Primary round. Number of teams selected for the Final round will be decided on 

the 

competition day based on the number of participating teams. 

●In Primary round there will be basic line following challenges where selection 

will be time 

wise. 

 

●Number of checkpoints will be 4 in the Primary round and 5 checkpoints in the 

Final round. 

●Team must place the robot in their respective position and calibrate for run 

within  2 minutes after calling them to come to the arena. Otherwise team will be 

disqualified. 

●5 minutes will be provided to each team in the Primary round and 7 minutes in 

the Final 

round complete the tasks. 

●Based on its points winning team is declared. 

●Each team has maximum 5 restarts for each round. 

●Only 1 member from the team is allowed in the arena during the main run. 

●Touching a bot while running will be counted as restart 
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Arena Specification: 
●The autonomous robot will have to follow the black 

lines (on the white surface) is 3 cm wide. 

●The autonomous robot will have to follow the white 

lines (on the black surface) is 3 cm wide. 

●There will be a Start zone and a Finish zone on the 

beginning and the end of the line respectively. Both the 

Start and the Finish zone will be marked with black 

square shaped boxes with the dimension of 30cm x 30cm. 

●The distance between two adjacent black lines will be at 

least 20 cm from center to center. 

●The acute angles are not less than 30 degree. 

●The curved lines have a radius of curvature of at least 15 

cm and there is a 10 cm line gap. 

 

Arena Specification: 

The autonomous robot must satisfy the following design rules- 

●Height: Maximum 25 cm 

●Length: Minimum 15 cm - Maximum 25 cm 

●Width: Minimum 15 cm - Maximum 25 cm 
 

 
● Weight: Maximum 2 kg with batteries 

●Power: Maximum 24 Volt between any two terminals of the circuit. 

Each team has to bring its own power supply for robot. No additional 
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equipment/parts will be supplied in the competition. 

●Readymade circuit board is allowed but readymade LFR is not 

allowed. 

●No construction set such as LEGO or MECCANO is allowed. 

●Maximum Number of switch allowed is two including the power 

switch and the resetswitch. 

●No wired/wireless communication between the operator and the 

line follower is allowed. If found the team will be disqualified 

immediately. 

 

Gameplay : 

The LFR starts from the start zone (at a time or on their own) and 

finish at the finish zone after completing the track. 

• If there is multiple path to cross a section LFR can take any path to 

follow. 

• It is not allowed for the LFR to bypass any checkpoint. But if team 

members want it can bypass any portion of the track from checkpoint to 

checkpoint, but this will provide penalty specified for that portion and a 

restart penalty. 

• Any input from anywhere outside the arena is prohibited 
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Points : 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Penalty : 
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Result : 

Let, 

• S = Total Score 

• A= Total points earned by autonomous 

bot 

• T= t - total time taken 

to complete the run 

• P= Total penalty 

• Therefore, S= A + T -P (T(Total time) will be counted when the team will finish all check 
points ) 

• Timer point = T (total) – T (calculated) 

• Here, T (total) =the total assigned time 

in seconds. 

• For Primary round, it is 300 and for 

Final round, it is 420. 
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• T (calculated) =the total time taken by a 
 
 
  ***** T(Total time) will be counted when the team will finish all check points****
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team to complete the task. 
 

 
Disqualifications: 

• Evidence of disrespecting to competition judges. 

• Evidence of disrespecting to security rules. 

• Evidence of disrespecting any opponent team mate. 
 

 
Flexibility: 

•The competition committee can make 

modifications of the rules at any time, and the 

committee has full right to change the rules. 

*Contestants would be notified if any 

rules are updated. 

 

Liabilities : 

•Participating teams are always responsible for the 

safety of their robots and are liable for any 

accidents caused by their team members or their 

robots. 

•The “TECHSURGENCE” organizing team 

members will never be held responsible nor liable 

for any incidents or accidents caused by 

participating teams or their equipment 
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